
1. cacti Mr. Mohammed has three potted cacticacti on his desk.
2. quizzes There are at least two quizzesquizzes before each unit test. 
3. radii Circles’ radiiradii are one half of their diameters.
4. lice Special shampoos can help treat infestations of liclicee. 
5. curricula Our schools are using new curriculacurricula this year.
6. hypotheses You can’t make hypotheseshypotheses without first examining some evidence.
7. larvae Maggots and caterpillars are both types of larvalarvaee. 
8. indices Make sure to refer to the indicesindices in your books while researching. 
9. dominoes Soren uses knocked-over dominoesdominoes to create impressive artwork.
10. fungi  FungiFungi are a classification of lifeform, just like plants and animals.
11. vetoes  Only certain people can use vetoesvetoes to stop new laws from being passed.
12. nuclei  You can’t see cell nucleinuclei unless you’re looking through a microscope.
13. antennae  The butterfly’s antennaeantennae wobbled in the strong wind.
14. crises  The main character faces many emotional crisescrises throughout the story.
15. criteria  Naomi met all the criteriacriteria the dance squad was looking for.
16. vertebrae  Sometimes you can hear joints between your vertebraevertebrae crack while stretching.
17. foci  The wider apart two focifoci are, the more elongated the oval will be.
18. calves  There are several calvescalves up for auction at the county fair.
19. bacteria  Wash your hands to prevent the spread of bacteribacteriaa.

20. tornadoes  The United States experiences more tornadoestornadoes than any other country.

Review Words

21. nursery  Mom wants to paint the nurserynursery green before the new baby arrives.
22. category  Can we choose a different categorycategory for the trivia contest?
23. documentary  This documentarydocumentary about the pyramids is more than two hours long.

Challenge Words

24. hippopotami  HippopotamiHippopotami are dangerous animals, but they aren’t predators.
25. phenomena  Some people attribute unexplained phenomenaphenomena to aliens. 
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